
Construction Management Software 



“ The Real Estate ERP” 

We don’t sel l products, we create solutions 



Main Objective To Install Construction  
Management Software 

 Effortless Access to Information: 

It’s always necessary to maintain a smooth flow of  

information. However, with the massive flow of  

data at every level having access to all of it was  

quite a pain, too. Traditional methods were time  

consuming and the possibility of missed  

information always remained. 



Main Objective To Install Construction  
Management Software 

 Reduced Paperwork: 

The first thing that comes to every person mind is when comes to  

construction management is paperwork. Right from the bidding phase till  

its handover, documents are generated at every step. Now, being stuck on  

the jobsite or office for extra . couple of hours to deal with paperwork for  

one day is okay, but considering the deadline of projects and during the  

times of emergency is a no-no. Like any other sector it is important to  

correctly file every single piece of paper so that it could be found easily. 



 Improved Communication: 

The key element of a successful construction project is proper communication and 

visibility. However, the construction sector is not limited to the four walls. You could  

be located in West Coast and handling a project in the east coast, so proper  

communication is what makes things tick. So, how does a construction  management 

software fit in here? With a construction management software  communication 

becomes much simpler and faster. The inflow of information is  quick and lucid and 

irrespective of the number of stakeholders in a project everyone  remains on the  

same  page. This  allows  quicker  responses  to  RFIs,  punchlist  and 

critical questions with better planning of a project in general. 

Main Objective To Install Construction  
Management Software 



Main Objective To Install Construction  
Management Software 

 Mobility: 

A construction project management process cannot be termed successful if there is  

lack of mobility. It demands so, as Manager may need to work from office computer  

or while manager travelling and need to know everything what is going on. And it is  

not just manager! This is applicable for everyone else involved, from the client down  

to the mason or ganger man on-site. Construction mobile apps fit right in and what a  

time saver that is! if manager ever needs additional information then they will no  

longer have to go and look for the site manager. 



Main Objective To Install Construction  
Management Software 

 Save Time, Resources and Money! 

The three most important components of a construction project are money, time and  

resource. Opting for project construction software means quicker coordination of  

tasks owing to enhanced co-ordination, reduced error rate, re-work and others. So,  

you save resources, time and money. Moreover, with advanced search features all  

information is right at the fingertip, so no more going through thousands of  

documents to find the crucial information that you need. You also save more as there  

is no requirement for filing cabinets or the necessity to keep someone who will  

retrieve document every time you need it. This ensures improvement and timely  

completion of a construction project. 



Construction Management Software 

 Construction management software is a project management platform that helps  

companies in processes like budget management, communication, decision-  

making, and job scheduling, to name a few. Its goal is to make construction  

business processes a lot easier through automation. 

 Construction project management software is a tool used by professionals to  

simplify construction management processes. It is used to streamline day to day  

tasks to improve the delivery of projects, which ultimately impact the bottom line  

of construction companies. 



Process Of Construction Management Software 

 Survey 

 Project Engineering, 

 Purchase 

 Sites 

 Contractor 

 Financial 

 Administration 

 Report 

 Auto Data Backup 

 Digital File Locker 



Problems Without Organized System 



What We Offer 

 Customer Relationship management. 

 Accounting and Financials. 

 Project Scheduling / Management. 

 Team Management. 

 Project management and Document management. 

 Material management and Equipment Tracking. 

 Surety Bonding. 



What We Offer 

 Tender – Bid management. 

 Job Costing and budgeting. 

 Financial visibility. 

 Accountability. 

 Customized reports. 

 Store – Inventory management. 

 Mobile combability. 



Modules We Provide 

 Field Works Mobile App 

 Field Notes 

 Daily Reports 

 Email Integration 

 Project Files 

 Quotation Management 

 Contacts Management 

 Audit Log 

 Milestones 

 Corporate Management 

 Issues 

 Payment Management 

 Rights Management 

 Reminders 

 Task Management 



 Field Works Mobile App: 
 

Construction365cloud - iOS and Android app allowing you to track information 

from the field without an internet connection. 
 

 Field Notes: 
 

Field Workers can give detailed feedback instantly to the back office. 
 

 Daily Reports: 
 

Create daily logs tracking weather, crew mix, labor performed, and more. 

Modules We Provide 



Modules We Provide 

 Email Integration: 

Manage all the details of your projects within a fully searchable database. 

 Project Files: 

In the Cloud application there is unlimited cloud storage to share files with your 

team. 

 Quotation Management: 

The system is designed to allow quotations to be prepared quickly and easily, 

with a minimum amount of data entry. 



Modules We Provide 

 Contacts Management: 

Store all of your job contacts directly to the cloud. 

 Audit Log: 

Track changes or updates made by any team member. 

 Milestones: 

Set project goals that are tracked with real-time data. 

 Corporate Management: 

Access all of construction projects in one single location. 



Modules We Provide 

 Issues: 

Track issues and related documents. 

 Payment Management: 

This module is used to take payment from parties and also set a reminder for  

awaiting payment. 

 Rights Management 

Admin gave rights as per employee designation or requirement. An application is  

used on rights basis. To access modules or features of application employee  must 

be have rights. 



Modules We Provide 

 Reminders 

Automatically send email, calendar or text reminders. 

 Task Management 

User will easily create task of all the project and schedule it using this module.  

User will allow assigning task employee vise. 



Benefits Of Having Construction Management  
Software 

 Time saving. 

 Faster decisions. 

 Current information. 

 Identical information. 

 Reduces time consuming paper shuffling while improving access to project  

documentation, construction accounting records and other critical  

documentation. 



Benefits Of Having Construction Management  
Software 

 Enables your company to grow without increasing overhead. 

 Creates more efficient workflow for important business processes, such as  

change orders, invoice approval and document management. 

 Integrates your project management and construction accounting functions. 



Responsive Design 



Cloud Based Software 

 Web Application 

 Mobile Application 

 Server Based/Cloud Based Application 



Let's Be Your Strategic IT  
Partner 

 
We don’t sel l products, we create solutions 

www.cittasolutions.com 

www.construction365cloud.com 



We don’t sell products, we create solutions 
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